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Please share any open questions you may have after reviewing this document so we can be sure to address your 
preparation needs: bit.ly/2w7kzmT 
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1. Introduction 

 
The goal of this document is to educate carriers on the appointment scheduling and delivery processes for freight/parcel 
delivery to an Australian Amazon Fulfillment Centre (FC).  This document is scoped only for pre-paid freight and does not 
include Amazon-contracted shipping scenarios such as outbound or inbound collect freight.  Please feel free to share this 
document within your company.  Compliance throughout the entire appointment-to-delivery process is very important in 
reducing delays and improving your overall experience.   
 

2. Amazon’s Australian Fulfillment Centre 

 
Amazon has multiple Australian Fulfillment Centres.  Each building is named with a 4-character code: 
 

MEL1 - 29 National Dr, Dandenong South VIC 3175 
 
BWU1 - 23 Centenary Ave, Moorebank NSW 2170 
 
While our hours of operation will likely change over time, we currently receive freight from 07:00-15:00 Monday-Friday.  
14:30 is the latest appointment time to book.   
 

3. Requesting Delivery Appointments via Carrier Central (formerly CARP) 

 
As of Feb 2018, Amazon uses a system called Carrier Central to request appointments at FCs.  Carrier Central is an improved 
version of the former CARP system with very similar functionality.  Any non-parcel delivery to an FC must be accompanied 
by an appointment number called an Inbound Shipment Appointment (ISA).  The ISA is generated as part of the 
confirmation e-mail at the end of an appointment request workflow and must be given to the guard shack to enter the 
yard.  Except for small parcel delivery vans, all vehicles will be denied access at the FC security gate without an ISA.   
 
 
An appointment is not confirmed until you receive the confirmation e-mail with an ISA number.  We may push 

appointments forward due to capacity constraints or other operational conditions, so please double-check the date and 

time on the confirmation e-mail.  Please keep in mind that the earlier you submit an appointment request in Carrier 

Central, the more likely the appointment will not be pushed out.  We recommend that you submit a request as soon as 

you know when the freight/truck will be available. 

 

If you are delivering small parcel freight that can fit in a small Sprinter/delivery van, you do not have to book an 
appointment.  Please remember that we do not receive any freight after 15:00 so you must arrive well before 15:00.  There 
is no guarantee that we will be able to immediately accept this freight if we are unloading large trucks at the time you 
arrive with the parcel van.  Please ensure that the driver backs into the dock door specified by the guard shack and does 
not wander around the yard.  
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Vendors/FBA Sellers: If you are booking appointments on behalf of your carriers, you will need to enter your carrier’s 
SCAC code when entering an appointment request.  Please consult with your carrier if you are unsure of their SCAC code.  
They may have to create a Carrier Central account and setup their SCAC before they can give you this code.   
 

4. Getting access to Carrier Central  

 
While both vendors/FBA sellers and carriers can get access to Carrier Central, we recommend that the people running 
the trucks manage the appointments.  Carriers: If you deliver freight for many of our vendors and want to consolidate 
many loads into a single shipment/delivery appointment, you may want to notify your customers (our vendors) that you 
would like to schedule appointments on their behalf.   
 
Carrier Central accounts can be requested by visiting https://carriercentral.amazon.com.au/onboarding.  The system will 
authenticate you and walk you through setting up your Vendor/Carrier details via an Amazon account.  You can either 
login with your personal Amazon.com.au account or create a new Amazon.com.au account specifically for this purpose.  
It makes no difference, as this step is only used to link to your Carrier/Vendor details to a system login.   
 

 [Vendors] The Vendor Code field is the primary [5 character] vendor code used when receiving Amazon POs.  If 
you have several vendor codes, please choose the one under which you receive the most POs.   
 

 [Carriers and Vendors] The Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC) field is a 4-6 character representation of a 
transport carrier’s company/service name.  This is a standardized field in North America, but since carrier codes 
aren’t standardized in Australia, the carrier must make one up when they create their Carrier Central account.  If 
multiple representatives from your company want to create Carrier Central accounts, please have them all use 
the same SCAC code.  If you already had a SCAC code from the old CARP system, you should continue to use that 
one in Carrier Central.  You will need to give your SCAC code to your clients if they are scheduling appointments 
for your deliveries.  Your clients will not be able to schedule an appointment in Carrier Central without a valid 
SCAC code.   

 
Accounts should be active immediately upon completing the onboarding form.   
 
 

5. Compliance expectations for Amazon vendors/FBA sellers (your clients) 
 

Pallet Loading – Please ensure that double-stacked pallets are not shrink-wrapped together so that the top pallet cannot 
be downstacked.  Shipments containing double-stacked pallets shrink-wrapped together will be rejected as un-safe 
loads.  Arrange double stacked pallets so that both pallets are accessible by a forklift from the same side. 
 

Please keep in mind that the earlier you request an appointment via Carrier Central, the more likely the appointment 

will not be pushed out.  We recommend that you request an appointment as soon as you know when the 

freight/truck will be available.  

 
On-Time – Each Purchase Order that we send to our vendors has a unique Delivery Window which must be met to be 
compliant with our policies.  We know that our FCs can’t always respect the requested delivery date for every request, 
so we judge compliance by the Carrier-Requested Delivery Date (CRDD) entered in the Carrier Central request.  If 

https://carriercentral.amazon.com.au/onboarding
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Amazon pushes the appointment due to operational constraints at our FC, the vendor will not be held accountable as 
long as that first CRDD is within their delivery window.  This date applies to all POs entered on the appointment request, 
so please be sure to request an appointment that fits within the soonest delivery window.  It is important that vendors 
and carriers are aligned on the delivery window for each PO, as carriers could create non-compliance scenarios for 
vendors.  We recommend that vendors include the delivery window details on each Bill of Lading (BOL) as well, for good 
recordkeeping practices.  Below is a screenshot from Carrier Central which indicates where you will input the CRDD. 

 

 
 

Please note that we may cancel appointments 15 minutes after the appointment time.  We will mark the “no-
show” event and you will be required to request another appointment.   

 
BOL # and PO List – Each unique shipment/truck should have a unique BOL (Bill of Lading) number generated by the 
shipper.  The BOL number for each shipment on the truck being delivered under the given appointment must be entered 
in the Shipment Information screen. Similarly, we require the corresponding POs being delivered associated with each 
BOL.  It is imperative that the PO(s) are listed accurately on the appointment, or we may encounter issues in correctly 
applying the freight to the correct vendor/seller in our systems.  We provide our vendors with extracts of this data so 
they can hold carriers accountable for accuracy.   
 

 Documentation from Amazon vendors will have an 8-character Purchase Order (PO) number. This is the correct 
ID to use in the PO field  
 
 

 Documentation from Amazon sellers (known as “FBA sellers”) may not have a PO listed, but rather, may have 
two identifiers:  

 
o A Shipment ID that starts with “FBA” – This is NOT the correct ID to use in the “PO” field 

 
o An Amazon Reference ID that is an 8-character number similar to a vendor PO number – This is the 

correct ID to use in the PO field  
 
 
If the documentation you receive from our vendor/seller does not have valid PO number(s) for the shipment, you 
should request this from them ASAP, as an appointment cannot be booked without it.  Below is a screenshot from 
Carrier Central which indicates where you will input BOL and PO(s).  Multiple POs must be submitted with commas as 
separators (e.g.: ABC12345, ZYX67890) 
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Side-loading notice – Our Melbourne FC has limited dock door space for receiving side-loaded freight.  If you are 
delivering freight on a side-loaded vehicle, please enter SIDELOAD under the Comments field.  This will ensure that we 
can receive your freight in a timely manner by reserving a side-loading dock for you.  You can also leave us any 
comments about the delivery via this field.   
 

 
 
 
Please ensure that you are accurately entering the correct number of pallets for each shipment.   If the pallet count is 
inaccurate, we may reject the shipment due to capacity planning constraints.  Cartons and Units are mandatory as 
well, but we understand that this information may not always be available on your paperwork.  In these cases, please 
ensure that your shipment paperwork and procedures are updated ASAP to reflect this data.   
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6. Pallet Pooling 

 

Amazon does not guarantee pallet returns. We accept AU standard wooden pallets for domestic shipments and ISO 

standard wooden pallets for import shipments. We have CHEP and LOSCAM accounts that you can transfer pallets to per 

your agreement with those companies (effective date for transfers is 30 Days from date of delivery) but the entire 

process is hands-off for Amazon.  We do not confirm any pallet transfers via e-mail/phone/etc. or exchange pallets on-

site.  If you send us non-pooled wooden pallets, we will accept the freight, but will not return the pallets.  

Melbourne FC, CHEP: 4000345145 

Melbourne FC, LOSCAM: 323303 

 

Sydney FC, CHEP: 4000367411 

Sydney FC, LOSCAM: 211170 

 

 

We require all suppliers to apply equipment management best practices when using a pooled supplier: 

 Raise all transfers electronically in myCHEP or other systems  

 The movement date and effective date should be the day it arrives at Amazon Dandenong South (global 
rules will apply the transfer rule) 

 Please ensure that the Amazon Purchase Order Number is quoted as the primary reference  

 There is a transfer docket provided per load 

 Any discrepancies are raised with the pooled supplier within 3 months of delivery  
 

7. Amazon Australia Transportation Hotline 

For any transportation related issues or emergencies, you can dial in the below Toll Free Hotline number anywhere from 

Australia.  

 +61 1800-954-296  

Hotline will be open from 9.30 AM to 6.30 PM AEST (Inbound) and 9.30 AM to 9.30 PM AEST (Outbound) to assist with 

any scheduling or transportation disruption questions/concerns. 

For Inbound issues related to Appointment Creation, Reschedule Requests, Late trucks, Freight Refusal and Unloading 

Delay – Press 1  

For Outbound issues related to outbound pick up, ULDs, disruptions and scheduling – Press 2 

Vendors can also raise contact tickets to their Vendor Central Team under the following buckets: Appointment Creation, 
Reschedule Requests, Late trucks, Freight Refusal and Unloading Delay. 
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8. Frequently Asked Questions 

 

 What is the largest truck Amazon can accept? 
o We can accept trucks sizes up to and including a B-Double.   
o An appointment request is only for a single truck, delivering to a single FC.  If you are sending two trucks 

to the same FC, you will need to submit two appointment requests.   

 What’s the difference between editing and canceling an appointment?   
o If you are simply changing the requested delivery date/time or shipment details (BOL, PO List, etc.), please 

edit the existing request instead of canceling it.   
o Cancelling an appointment completely removes that record from our dock management tools.  If you 

cancel an appointment, that reservation is lost and you will be required to reenter the queue for the next 
available appointment. 

 How should I communicate delivery window compliance with the shipper? 
o Please communicate to your shipper (the Amazon vendor) when/if you are unable to deliver the shipment 

within the delivery windows on their POs.  Amazon gives vendors ample time to prepare and deliver their 
products, and does not intervene in vendor/carrier negotiations.   

 My company can only deliver packages to Dandenong South at certain times.  Can you please schedule my freight 
at certain times? 

o We receive freight from a diverse network of carriers and vendors and cannot honor requests for 
deliveries at specific times.  We may schedule an appointment at any time during our receiving hours 
(07:00-15:00 Monday-Friday).  The last appointment for a day is at 14:30.   

 Can I book several POs on the same shipment? 
o Yes, you can book several POs on the same appointment, even if they are from different 

vendors/warehouses.  All freight on a given truck should be listed on that truck’s appointment record. 

 Can I deliver freight from several appointments at the same time? 
o If you have several appointments scheduled at different times throughout the day, you may not deliver 

them all at the same time.  If you would like to deliver multiple shipments consolidated into a single 
truck at the same time, you must have all pallet counts/POs for the shipments on a single confirmed 
appointment. 

 
 

 
 


